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Magazine Website

Beach, Village + Urban Living in Oaxaca

www.eyemagazine.net

Ÿ List your events, business, restaurant, 
hotel, services, things to do, vacation 
rentals and property for sale for FREE on 
the best English guide to Huatulco, 
Zipolite, Mazunte, Puerto Escondido and 
Oaxaca City.

Ÿ Review Hotels, Restaurants, Services and 
Activities. 

Ÿ Find great articles from our current and 
past issues.

Ÿ Comment and Communicate Directly 
with our Writers.

Listing Options

Silver- FREE
Name, Address, Telephone, Email, 
Description

Gold- 700 pesos/ year
Name, Address, Telephone, Email, 
Description, Facebook, 3 photos

Platinum- 1500 pesos/ year
Name, Address, Telephone, Email, 
Description, Facebook, 7 photos
Website link

Adding events is FREE!!
Listings can be purchased directly 
through the site. Contact us if you have 
questions or concerns.
huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

Teufel Cervezas Artesanales, near Oaxaca 
4 courses expertly combined with unique brews
December 14, 2 pm; 350 pesos; space limited

 cel: 9515057793cervezasteufel@gmail.com

CRAFT BEER 
& OAXACAN 

FOOD 

Love the Amazing Race? Then this is the event for you!

That great community Scavenger Hunt, Race for the Red, is 
th

coming back to Huatulco on January 19, 2014. This is the 4  year 

for the very successful Red Cross fundraiser, in which teams of 8 

compete to complete the most adventurous and fun-filled tasks in 

a limited time. Each member of the 2014 top team will receive a 

NORIA JR. 4GB 7" Tablet. Look for some fantastic changes in the 

2014 Race for the Red, including more team prizes! 

Once again this exciting day will feature a great Finish Line Fiesta 

open to the public, with live music, a raffle, and delicious 

refreshments. Committee Mission Red promises some exciting 

new features for the Fiesta – more fun for everyone! 

“LIKE” our page on Facebook to get all the news! 

https://www.facebook.com/rallyhuatulco2014 

For more information contact rallyhuatulco2014@hotmail.com 

Race for the Red 2014

ARGENTINIAN GRILL

Specializing in 
Argentinian Grilled 

Steak, House-Made 
Empanadas and 

Salads.

Cel: 958 109 5958

Bugambilia  and Acacia 
(next to the Mirador apts.)

We Deliver 
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Jane

ometimes you just don’t know what you have 

stumbled into. It was my first week in Mexico and I 

knew nothing....I mean nothing, not how to ask for 

a beer or help. I had no latino friends and I had 

really only eaten Mexican food a handful of times in S
my life. I had no idea how vast and diverse this country is or 

that I would spend the next sixteen years learning about it. 

My friend Jessica and I had come here sin plan, which when I 

think about it now, was the perfect introduction to this pace of 

life. After spending a few days in Tulum and meeting fellow 

travelers we were encouraged to travel to San Cristobal de las 

Casas, Chiapas. We got on a night bus, our skin still salty from 

a last minute swim in the Gulf of Mexico and we settled in for 

the 18 hour journey. I woke up with the sun as the bus made 

it’s way along the windy roads. I looked out the window and saw 

the lush jungle of the central highlands. The bus was moving 

very slowly and when I looked down I could see why, the side of 

the road was filled with people. It was the morning of December 

12th which meant nothing to me. 

I was not a stranger to religion- we had been flirting for years. I 

attended a French Catholic school, where I insisted on taking 

catechism like the rest of my classmates, despite my mother’s 

reminders that we were not catholic. In junior high I switched 

to a liberal private school where I was one of the few non-Jews 

and I loved the Bar Mitzvahs, the Seders and the Hanukkah 

celebrations that I was welcomed into. In university I attended 

buddhist gatherings and took electives from the religious 

studies department- by far the nicest and 

quietest building on campus. My travels had 

taken me to the Vatican, Notre-Dame in Paris 

and St-Joseph’s oratory, but like Robert 

Langdon says in the novel ‘Angels & Demons’ 

I felt that ‘faith is a gift that I have yet to 

receive’.  

That morning in Chiapas however was a type 

of revelation. The procession was welcoming 

and beautiful. Men and women in traditional Indian garb- a 

tribute to what Juan Diego would have worn when he had his 

vision of the Virgin of Guadalupe- carried and passed a flaming 

torch up the mountain. The revelation was not a sudden 

religious epiphany, I did not in that moment believe in the 

power of the virgin or that Jesus was my savior but I believed in 

the faith of the runners.

The entire town was a-buzz with celebration. The road leading 

up to the church had been closed off from cars and food stalls 

flanked each side selling a cornucopia of food I had never even 

imagined. At the top near the church a small fair had been set 

up; the ferris wheel carrying people high above the crowd.

I loved feeling the power of their faith and rather than place me 

on the outside watching in, it swept me off my feet. As we joined 

the throngs of pilgrims making their way up the stairs of the 

Guadalupe church no one looked at us like we didn’t belong or 

questioned our devoutness. It was 

everything I had always imagined other 

people felt that had somehow escaped me; 

communion, joy and the certainty of 

something larger than myself. It was at that 

moment I think I fell in love with this 

country; the food, it’s ceremonies, it’s way of 

turning something like religion, which had 

always been sort of grey elusive to me into a 

celebration, an explosion of color and somewhere I completely 

belong.

This issue our writers explore religion; the good, the bad and 

the ugly of what unites and separates us. Brooke Gazer’s piece 

on the separation of church and state in North America gives 

an interesting comparative look at the way we allow religious 

beliefs to enter the public sphere. The Chaiken’s account of the 

what was happening in Mexico during the Inquisition, while 

dark, reminds us to look back to be able to move forward. 

Father William Saunders’ recounting of the story of Juan Diego 

and the Virgin help us to understand the background of this 

much celebrated holiday. Wherever your beliefs lay in the 

spectrum of faith we hope you enjoy this issue. 

Happy Holidays....all of them!

“All the world is made of faith, 
and trust, and pixie dust.”

J.M. Barrie- Peter Pan
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W
hether you're buying for family or friends, a 
Mexican or just a lover of Mexico, here's a short 
list of gift possibilities. Most you can find in 
both English and Spanish, as well other 
languages. The fascinating and bloody history 
of this enchanting land has been written about 

extensively--some books good, some not, some accurate and 
some not. This quick selection gives you the best from which to 
choose. 

Fiction
Pedro Páramo 
by Juan Ruflo (1917-1986)
Every Mexican knows Comala, a town 5 
minutes from Colima, whose name means 
“land of comales.” In English it means a 
griddle or hotplate of metal, clay, or 
ceramic. This short but dense surrealist 
novel written in 1955 is about one man's 
quest for his Mexican heritage.  Among 
Mexicans, it is one of the favorite reads of all 
time. Susan Sontag, in her foreword to this 
book, calls Pedro Páramo “one of the 

thmasterpieces of 20  century world literature.” The 
interweaving of time, interaction of the living and the dead, and 
surreal sense of everyday life make it original and compelling.

You also can't go wrong with anything by Carlos Fuentes.  His 
novels capture the essence of Mexico and DF.  His death two 
years ago suddenly at the age of 83 shocked the city and his 
fans, both national and international.   

History
The True History of the Conquest of 
New Spain 
by Bernal Diaz del Castillo
T h i s  i s  d e f i n i t e l y  t h e  m o s t  
comprehensive guide (a big book in size 
and depth) to the history of Mexico, 
though it covers only the Spanish 
conquest.  Diaz del Casti l lo, 
conquistador and chronicler, wrote 
this book from Antigua, Guatemala, 
where at the age of 49 he decided to 
take up residence.  While there, he read 
an account of the conquest of New 
Spain written by Francisco Gomez de 
Gomera (who hadn't even been in 
Mexico), in which Cortés is glorified and given all the credit for 
the conquest.  Bothered by this, Diaz del Castillo decided to 
write his own version. He spent 39 years in Guatemala before 
his death in 1584, but his book wasn't published until 1632.   

His is a first-hand account beginning with the arrival of the 
Spanish and thus the initial and ultimate defeat of the Aztecs. 
There are details found here that don't appear in other 
accounts of this period. This comment from one satisfied fan 
sums it up well:  “I smelled its odor of iron, gunpowder, and 
tired bodies. I was awed by the descriptions of Tenochtitlan, 
the markets, and Moctezuma's court. The blood looked fresh 
on the steps of the pyramids. As Humboldt points out, the 
exhilaration of a newly discovered world is better transmitted 
by chroniclers than by poets.”
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By Carole Reedy

Political   
Any of the 100 books by Rius (Eduardo del 
Rio) 
The name Rius is both well known and well loved 
throughout this country.  Born in Zamora 
Michóacan in 1934, Eduardo de Rio has been 
described as political, atheist, naturalist, 
didactic, and irreverent. 

Understanding Mexico: 
Gift Ideas for Book Lovers

Tourism  
People's Guide to Mexico by Carl Franz
For more than 35 years, this classic guide to 
Mexico has informed and entertained 
readers. In addition to providing the basic 
travel information other guides give us, the 
People's Guide entertains with a good 
narrative and helpful advice, covering a 
range of topics, from bargaining with vendors 
to driving in Mexico.  

The style may be casual, but the level of 
information is not. There is honest, solid advice about health 
issues (everyone's interest), tips for changing money and 
dealing with the Mexican way of doing things (have patience!), 
up-to-date information about internet and mail sources, solid 
hints for enjoying the Mexican culture (including the 
traditional fiestas), what and what not to be afraid of, and 
commentary about simply enjoying the Mexican way of life. 
The expected information on where to go, what to do, and how 
to get there is presented in a fresh, friendly, often humorous 
manner. 

The writer/editor team, Carl Franz and Lorena Havens, has 
travelled in and learned about Mexico 'the hard way,' which is 
evident in their personal, descriptive and exuberant 
observations about this heartfelt land. 

Cookbook
My Mexico by Diana Kennedy
Many good cooks prefer the recipes and 
books of Patricia Quintana and Mónica 
Patiño, but the general consensus here in 
DF leans toward Diana Kennedy's 
contributions to gastronomy. My Mexico, 
first published by Kennedy in 1988, has 
been reissued in a new edition with a fresh 
design and photographs. This is her most 
personal book, a labor of love filled with 
more than three hundred recipes and 
stories.
Kennedy spent years travelling through Mexico to capture the 
essence of Mexican food culture. She's published eight 
Mexican cookbooks, and won the coveted the James Beard 
Award for Oaxaca al Gusto. 

Kennedy is vigilant about preserving recipes of the different 
regions of Mexico and the different pueblos of each region.  She 
asks for recipes and recommendations from taxi drivers, 
maids--everyone with whom she comes into contact. You may 
not find seviche among her favorites (rumor has it she doesn't 
like raw fish), but there are dozens of other fabulous recipes. 
See the August 2013 issue of The Eye for more on Diana 
Kennedy and on Rick Bayless, another famous writer of 
Mexican cuisine.

As a caricaturist, historian, and writer, he has written more 
than 100 books that are biting, direct, and yet subtle…and that 
pull no punches. This entertainment is intended for friends 
who understand Mexico and its politics. These small books, in 
Spanish, can be a great stocking stuffer!
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S
hopping as a cultural activity? In Mexico, especially 
in DF, it's very possible.  Just as there's food on 
every corner of the city, there are items to buy, 
customs to learn, and captivating vendors with 
whom to converse.  Shopping in Mexico is much 

more than just buying—it's learning about the item's origin, 
method of production, variety of uses, and names.  

These markets, bazaars, and other locations are open all year 
long, but during December the pace quickens.  Restaurants 
cater busily to large tables of celebrants. Traffic for the first 
three weeks of the month swells, the streets packed with 
honking cars, motorcycles, and bicycles. Things calm down 

rdaround the 23  when everyone is celebrating Christmas at 
home or has headed for the Pacific or Gulf coasts to bask in the 
sun.

You can bargain in the street markets and tianguis, but don't 
be surprised if the vendors don't want to drop their prices.  In 
the bazaars, you may get a deal if you're a regular client, you 
purchase several of the same item, or if your total purchase is 
significant and the vendor wants to show appreciation.

Enjoy the city as you shop.  Paseo de Reforma, the main artery, 
is lined with bright-red poinsettias (known in Spanish as noche 
buenas).  Half of the zócalo is converted into an ice rink, leaving 
the other half dedicated to snowman-making, toboggans, and 
other children's activities. All of DF is adorned in joy.   

BAZAARS 
Not only do bazaars offer a cornucopia of unique items, the 
quality of the workmanship is high, the artists are quirky, 
creative, and chatty, and the ambiance is enchanting.

Bazaar Sábado: Located in  Colonia San Ángel, Plaza Jacinto. 
Metrobus stop La Bombilla.  As the name indicates, the bazaar 
is open only on Saturdays from 10 am to 7 pm.  Two years ago 
(December 2011), The Eye dedicated an entire article to this 
bustling marketplace.  It's famous in the city and a must-see, 
whether you're a shopper or not.  Many browsers are there 
simply to view the excellent workmanship of items ranging 
from shoes, clothing, and jewelry to ceramics, huipiles, and 
enamel work.   Everything in the bazaar is created by artists 
who sell their creations on Saturday.  The vendors areas, 
located on two stories, surround a garden restaurant (mostly 
enclosed).  Outside the Bazaar, en Plaza Jacinto, easel artists 
display their paintings, and just steps away some of the best 
quesadillas in the city are being grilled.

Bazaar Fusión Londres 37, Zona Rosa, Colonia Juaréz  
Metrobus stop Hamburgo or Insurgentes 
Another antique building chock-full of artisans, this bazaar is 
open 7 days a week from 11 am to 7 pm. Because the artists are 
eager to describe their methods and techniques,   visits to 
these bazaars are as much a social event as a shopping chore. 
You'll meet people from all over the world and make new 
friends.  Stop and have a coffee and piece of delicious cake 
made by the Café Ruta de la Seda, an eco bakery. 

Christ Church Montes Escandinavos 405 (Esquina Sierra 
Madre), Colonia Lomas de Chapultepec
This annual bazaar takes place once a year, on the first 
Saturday of December.  Not only will you find unique 
handmade items here (clothes, jewelry, children's items), but

Christmas Shopping: 
Where and What to Buy 

at Mexico City's 
Markets and Bazaars

By Carole Reedy

 also a variety of homemade food items (jams, jellies, pickled 
chiles, and baked goods).  One room is totally dedicated to a 
fine selection of used books in good condition at dead-cheap 
prices.

 La Lagunilla Covers a huge area, blocks and blocks, beginning 
at Reforma and Bocanegro.  Metro stop: La Lagunilla. Sundays 
all day (this market is open during the week but with limited 
goods). There's no other way to say it. This tianguis has 
everything, antique and modern.  And there are bargains

MARKETS (street and otherwise)
Tianguis is an Aztec word for open-air markets that take place 
on certain days of the week. In Mexico City, they permeate the 
city. You'll find them in every colonia--just ask the locals to 
point the way. Here you'll find a diverse selection of items 
including clothing, shoes (new and used), household goods, 
plants, DVDs, CDs, batteries, stationery items, bedding, 
kitchen utensils, and anything else you can imagine. Other 
markets, too, have permanent locations.  Note that all markets 
have food galore, but if you're a tourist lacking Mexican flora in 
your intestines, view these foods like you would eating on the 
street…and leave them alone. 

Underground and above the Metro
A little-known surprise for tourists that most guide books don't 
offer: culture and shopping in the metro stations, both above 
and below. The biggest metro market is underground at the 
Zocálo Metro stop, where shopping runs for an entire block 
between the two entrances. Here you'll find books at good 
prices, stationery items such as agendas and calendars, and a 
variety of other goods. You can even find an internet kiosk 
there.  Several metro stations also boast cultural and historic 
displays. There's a pyramid in the Piño Suarez station, 48 
murals in various other stations, and more than 100 
reproductions of fiberglass in the Bellas Artes and Panteones 
stops.  These are just some of the pieces that make this 
subterranean space the biggest, cheapest, and most diverse 
museum in Latin America.
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www.oaxacabedandbreakfast.org

Mention this ad for a 10% discount on your stay.
Some restrictions apply.

Alexandra Hallat Nieto

Rio Coatzalcos

Sector J, Huatulco

Cel. 958 100 3422

Tel. 958 587 1821

Ch k late

American style cakes, pies, cookies 
and brownies, cheesecakes, carrot 

cake, cupcakes, baguettes and coffee.

Lawyer Perla Vazquez Moctezuma

Hotel Maxico, Local #1
Santa Cruz Huatulco, Oaxaca

Mobile 958 116 7292 Telcel
Mobile 958 107 3221 Movistar

Contact us for all your
 legal needs! 

www.consultorialegalvm.com

Immigration Specialist

The Snipsisters, Heidi Wagner and Shelagh O'Brien, 
return to the Huatulco area again this month, 
hosting Pets for Life veternarians from Peurto 
Vallarta.  These clinics are possible as the result of 
fundraising done in Canada each year.

Spay and Neuter clinics for both dogs and cats are as 
follows:

Barra la Cruz, December 11th – 14th

Coyula, December 16th & 17th

Location to be determined, December 18th & 19th 
(awaiting animal counts)

If you can offer assistance in anyway, including 
donations of used towels, dog or cat food, a monetary 
donation, or actual hands-on help during the clinics, 
any or all would be greatly appreciated.  

Please email Heidi, heidi@snipsisters.com , if you 
require more information or can offer assistance.

A Reminder, 
the Snipsisters Return

By Liz Healey

 galore, especially if you know the value of antique items.  Often 
the vendors are unaware of actual value, and thus you can pick 
up a $2,000 dollar fur coat for 800 pesos ($70 dollars).  Look for 
furniture, jewelry, computers, car parts, clothing, books, 
coins, household items, paintings, sculptures, and more. You 
can spend an entire day here, and it's certain your senses will 
be in overdrive during your visit. One smart shopper describes 
the market: “Buy cheap, dress elegantly.”
 
Other significant markets in the city include San Juan de 
Dios, which has a grand selection of food items as well as 
crafts. It's a great place to buy fresh fish. Look for Bacalao, a 
dried cod that's the main feature of Christmas Eve dinners in 
DF.  It takes hours, even days, to prepare, and is served with a 
dish called romeritos and a type of apple salad. La Cuidadela 
is brimming with crafts from all over Mexico, but especially 
from the states of Jalisco, Guerrero, and Oaxaca.  Here you will 
find masks, hammocks, and various objects made from metal, 
wood, and clay. Both this and the San Juan market are within 
walking distance of the historic center of the city:

STORES
We'd be remiss if we failed to mention the vast number of 
department and specialty stores in DF.  The priciest are Palacio 
de Hierro, Liverpool, Sanborn's, and Zara, and for some items 
the quality is high but for others not. In Zara Home you can find 
beautiful items for your bath and kitchen at fair prices.  Look 
on the sale rack for some excellent bargains.  

There are two favorite specialty stores with branches 
throughout the city: Gandhi Bookstores and Mixup (for DVDs 
and CDs). If you can't find the ideal gift, a gift certificate to 
either store is the perfect solution for friends of all ages.   

Keep in mind food items as gifts as well.  Superama and City 
Market have delightful selections, including special oils, 
jams, mustards, and organic food items.

Pacific Language Services
English & Spanish Classes/ Translation Services

Intensive courses with flexible hours, 
beginning  and advanced levels, Survival 

Spanish for Travelers.
Professional  Certified Teacher with 15 years of experience.

Bahias de Huatulco, Oaxaca 958 100 3972

email: paclangservices@gmail.com

mailto:eedithvasquez@hotmail.com
mailto:eedithvasquez@hotmail.com
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osada in Spanish can mean inn, lodging, shelter, 
boardinghouse, home, etc., depending on context. 
Traditionally in old Mexico, when people were 
traveling, at the end of the day they would seek a Pplace to spend the night out of the elements. When 

no inns or hotels were available, travelers would seek “posada” 
in private homes, asking for their hospitality and kindness and 
sometimes receiving a meal with the resident family. Often they 
simply slept on the floor. As the population became converted 
to the Roman Catholic faith by the Spanish Conquistadors, a 
tradition developed based upon the Biblical story of Joseph 
and Mary arriving in Bethlehem on the eve of Jesus Christ's 
birth. 

In neighborhoods (barrios, colonias) across Mexico, beginning 
on the 16th of December you will find groups of friends 
participating in the tradition of “La Posada”. Each night for 
nine nights, a different home is selected as the “Inn” for that 
evening, and the other participating members of this group 
gather at another place and proceed through the streets to the 
selected “Inn”. Sometimes they are carrying images of Joseph 
and Mary, and other times they have two of their members 
dressed in costumes representing them. The hosts have 
prepared their home for that night's gathering, usually making 
tamales, ponche, atole and other food and refreshments for the 
participants, a piñata with candy for the children, and other 
festive decorations. 

The “travelers,” representing Joseph and Mary seeking a place 
to spend the night, begin to sing outside the chosen host home. 
The traditional song has twelve verses that are sung back and 
forth in a question/response format between the people 
outside and the people inside, plus a final verse they all sing 
together as the travelers are finally invited into the host home. 
The English translation is available online here:  
http://gomexico.about.com/od/christmas/a/posada-
song_2.htm  and the Spanish lyrics are also available through 
a link on that page.

It is said that the nine nights of Posada represent the nine 
months that Mary carried Jesus in her womb, and also 
represents the nine days she and Joseph traveled to get to 
Bethlehem. The final night of Las Posadas is Christmas Eve, 
referred to in Mexico as Nochebuena. 

Las Posadas 
Mexico's Christmas Tradition

By Neal Erickson

Planning a Surf Vacation Trip should be

 both simple and more importantly -

 FUN! And paddle boards rentals 

www.huatulcosurftrip.com

1

www.ecoyspa.com
shantiespacio@yahoo.com
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he wide and reknown career of both musicians 
can never be found limited by convention or 
labels which may be given to these three great 
musical worlds: all-embracing musical Tlanguage;  the idea of a healthy co-existence of 

diverse music, as a motto; and the conviction of bringing 
to all kinds of audiences the most varied musical ideas.  
These concepts have purported this project wide 
recognition in Mexico and abroad.  ̈ Train of thought and 
sensitivity allow us to perform Bach next to a danzón or a 
song by The Beatles without rupture, either by style or 
composition, performance, and/or least of all, by 
language itself,¨ says Maestro Franco.

This unique concert will cost $200 pesos and includes a 
glass of sparkling white wine.  On this occasion, the 
program will begin by a toast to Maestro Horacio 
Franco's 35th Anniversary of a most successful musical 
career.  

Tickets are on sale in Huatulco at :   Cafe Juanita Tel. 
587-2655, Foto Conejo Tel. 587-0054, Palm Properties 
Tel 587-2527, Yamaha Musical 587-0787 and Hotel 
Camino Real Zaashila Tel. 583-0300.  
DON'T MISS THIS AMAZING PROGRAM!

December 13th, 8pm
Camino Real Zaashila, Huatulco

Huatulco 

Intensive 

Language 

Courses 2014

Session #1  Jan. 20th – Feb. 7th  Spanish Levels 1-4

Session #2  Feb. 17th – Mar.7th  Spanish Levels 1-4

Session #3 Mar. 10th – Mar. 28th  Spanish Levels 1-4

suemcclam@gmail.com    

www.huatulcolanguagecourses.com 

#15 Plaza Chahue, Blvd Benito Juarez

Gardenia #101 Local 2, La Crucecita, Huatulco 
Cel. 958 585 2110

Bugambilia Street
Between Ocotillo and Macuil

Cel. 044 958 107 4961
Closed Sundays

Delicious 
Pizza 
by the 
Slice!

Yoga Classes
Wednesday and Friday

8am-9am
Teatro Santa Cruz

All Welcome
Cost: By Donation

By Carminia Magaña

Delicious, fresh and flavorful food in a comfortable and 
clean atmosphere. Come for breakfast, daily lunch menu 

specials, creative vegetarian options, crepes and salads in 
the evenings. Open 8 am to 10 pm
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H
usband and wife Fernando Bolaños and 
Fernanda Sueldo (no, they say their names didn't 
spark their love affair) opened Oaxaca's first craft 
brewery about two years ago, coincidentally 
around the same time that Oaxaca City 

inaugurated its first artisanal beer store, Bier Stube.  
Cerveceria Teufel (formerly known as Camarada) has taken 
Oaxaca de Juárez and indeed the entire country by storm.  It's 
already won a gold medal at a national competition and 
congress, Cerveza Mexico.  Beyond producing a line of quality 
craft beers, if you know the right people you can arrange for a 
beer and Oaxacan food pairing (maridaje) event at the nano-
brewery (smaller than micro). Teufel currently produces only 
about 150 cases a month.

Teufel Cervezas Artesanales is located 20 minutes outside of 
Oaxaca in a spectacular lush setting behind Fernando's 
parents' restaurant and hotel, in the town of San Andrés 
Huayapam.  On a warm, sunny autumn day, a group of ten 
brew aficionados, seven Oaxacans and three extranjeros, put 
the brewery to task, to see if Fernando(a)'s skill surpassed 
making both traditional (i.e. German) and uniquely Oaxacan 
brews.  Was the brewery adept at matching its beer with the 
gastronomic greatness of Oaxaca?

Fresh off an , I was anxious to see if 
Oaxaca could rise to the challenge of a centuries old Canadian 
brewing tradition, especially in light of Oaxaca's reputation as 
the land of mole and mezcal more than anything else.  Yes, 
Mexico has garnered a reputation for brewing which puts 
American spiked water to shame, well beyond the Coronas and 
Sols and their respective premium labels.  But could a tiny 
Mexican brewery in Oaxaca, the first of its kind, enthrall 
guests, especially Oaxacans, accustomed to a grand old 
brewing tradition, through sampling its best within the context 
of a pairing event? 

Teufel promotes it Babalao beer made with indigenous blue 
corn, as having distinctly herbal notes with a hint of bitters, 
flawless as an accompaniment to seafood. It was perfectly 
paired with a tostada topped with octopus in a tomato guajillo 
chile sauce garnished with queso fresco (Oaxacan crumbly 
cheese), avocado slice, tomato and lettuce.  It had a slight bite, 
well washed with this flavorful refreshing brew.

Next was a traditional German style Weissbier, a wheat beer, 
brewed according to a 1516 edict, with significant tones of 
spice, character of banana predominating, best paired with 
white meats given its lightness and fruity flavor. Since one 
cannot get a true white Munich sausage in Oaxaca, Fernanda. 
of Argentinian descent, sourced a light sausage from her 
homeland, which did the trick. It arrived with crusty roll and 
was complemented with homemade relish and grainy 
mustard.

Returning to the theme of beers infused with local ingredients, 
the medium bodied “77” brew had the sweetness of honey ale, 
but in this case made with the syrup of locally grown and in-
ground roasted agave.  It was served with a Spanish style 
potato and yucca omelet, floating on a bed of exquisite, 
traditional mole negro, garnished with avocado and a line of 
baby fried spiced chapulines, a local snack food and delicacy, 
grasshoppers.  The sweetness of the mole was balanced by the 
salty chapulines, perfectly matching the beer's tartness toned 
down with the miel de agave.

Old Toronto Beer Tour

By Alvin Starkman, M.A., J.D.

Craft Beer & Food Pairing in Oaxaca
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Dessert consisted of a healthy slice of chocolate cake with thick 
dark chocolate frosting, set off with slices of kiwi.  It was 
brilliantly teamed with double fermented dark Schwarzbier in 
the German genre. This was the brew which took home the gold 
in Mexico City, not surprisingly based on how well it paired 
with this particular pastry.

While such an event, pairing Oaxacan cuisine to perfection 
with beer produced and imbibed on the premises of a local 
nano-brewery, redefines culinary seduction in Oaxaca, it's 
somewhat of a challenge to succeed in experiencing it.  It's not 
all that dissimilar from the secret dining clubs now peppering 
select American and Canadian cities, available to only those in 
the know.  

Fernando and Fernanda are modest and laidback in their 
personalities, yet succeed in maintaining the utmost control 
over their operations, even to the extent of precluding visitors 
from stepping foot into the actual brewery premises for fear of 
contamination. However, if you play your cards right, you can 

Virgin of Juquila
By Jane Bauer

he fiesta of the Virgin of Juquila is one of the most 

important and with greatest following among the 

Catholic community of the State of Oaxaca, and 

even among the faithful of surrounding states like TPuebla, Guerrero and Veracruz.

The town has a population of 5,579 inhabitants and is at an 

altitude of 1,462 meters above sea level It is located north of 

Puerto Escondido on Federal Highway 131.

The town of Juquila is known for the Santuario de Juquila 

which houses a 30 cm statue of the Virgin Mary, which has 

been venerated since the 16th century. In 1633, it survived, 

completely intact, a fire that destroyed the village in which it 

was originally located. At the beginning of the 18th century, it 

was moved to its current location where the sanctuary was 

built for it. 

This celebration, taking place the 8th of December of each year, 

unites thousands of believers, who make the journey to show 

their devotion to the image of the Virgin of Juquila.

However, because of the enormous influx of the faithful, many 

people prefer to visit the Virgin on most any other date. For this 

reason, all throughout the year you are very likely to observe 

long pilgrimages who, either walking or in all types of vehicles, 

arrive to renew their faith in the Virgin of Juquila.

Many pilgrims buy keepsakes of her image from necklaces to 

pictures. Pictures are often attached to the front of the car or 

bicycle or horse, and decorated with flowers for the journey 

home. 

From all corners of Oaxaca, of the nation and even 

from countries of Central and South America, countless 

pilgrims arrive and take part in the fiesta.

 indeed participate in a Teufel Cervezas Artesanales maridaje 
de cerveza y comida oaxaqueña (pairing event). But you'll have 
to visit the state capital during a specified time of year; the brew 
masters are now beginning to offer pairings, but currently only 
four afternoons spread throughout the year, for a maximum of 
20 people.  The inaugural formal maridaje will take place 
Saturday, December 14th.  

For reservations, email:   .   
Teufel Cervezas Artesanales
Prolongación San Fernando 6 Bis,
San Andrés Huayapam, Oaxaca, Mexico

As one of the stops while touring the central valleys of 
Oaxaca, Alvin Starkman includes a beer and Mexican 
food pairing event at Teufel for groups of four or more 
people. Alvin operates Casa Machaya Oaxaca Bed & 
Breakfast (www.oaxacadream.com) with his wife Arlene, 
and Oaxaca Culinary Tours with Chef Pilar Cabrera.  
(www.oaxacaculinarytours.com) 

cervezasteufel@gmail.com
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T
he “separation of church and state” refers to the 
official distancing between organized religion and 
the government.  Of the three countries that 
comprise North America only one does not have a law 
that separates the two institutions.  Some may be 

surprised to learn that the odd man out is Canada.  The 
reasons that each country has their respective policies are 
historical and the way each deal with religious matters varies 
considerably. 

CANADA

Moving from north to south… The Canadian Charter of rights 
which is enshrined in the Constitution, states that Canada "is 
founded upon principles that recognize the supremacy of God 
and the rule of law".  Under this charter freedom of religion is 
guaranteed, allowing believers to assemble and worship 
without limitation or interference.  

Understanding the political structure of Canada it makes 
sense that there would not be a separation of church and state.  
The Queen of England (who is also the Queen of Canada) is the 
“Supreme Governor” of the Church of England.  Without 
getting into the entire Tudor/Stewart legacy, a lot of blood was 
shed between the times of King Henry XIII and King James I 
over the “Divine right of Kings” (or Queens) and ultimately  in 
the name of religious freedom. Although Britain defeated 
France in the war pertaining to the colonies of Canada, King 
George realized that he would be unable to govern the French 
portion which was essentially Catholic, unless they were 
allowed to keep their own language and religion.  So, long 
before Confederation, the country had two official religions. 

USA 
The USA was founded by people of various beliefs many of 
whom came to America to escape religious persecution.  The 
founding fathers of America believed that faith is not a civil 
contract but a personal matter which should not be profaned 
by politics.  They wished to avoid the evils that had occurred 
through state controlled churches from the opression of the 
Spanish Inquisition to the tyranny of Oliver Cromwell.  

The “Establishment Clause” is part of the 1st Amendment of 
the Bill of Rights stating that "Congress shall make no law 

respecting an establishment of religion". The phrase 

In 1992, not long after the Pope's second visit to Mexico, some 
of these laws were officially relaxed.  Churches were granted 

“separation of church and state” was initially coined in Virginia 
when Baptists were striving for religious tolerance at a time 
when the official state religion was Episcopalian.   James 
Madison and Thomas Jefferson championed their cause. The 
people who framed these documents had various ways of 
worshiping but they all came to the table with “Judeo 
Christian” beliefs. The intent of a separation between church 
and state was never to prohibit religious expression, in fact, the 
day following the First Amendment's passage, Congress 
proclaimed a national day of prayer and thanksgiving.

MEXICO

Although Mexico is primarily a nation of Catholics the 
separation of church and state came from entirely different 
motivation than its northern neighbor. When Spain conquered 
the “New World” priests marched in the footsteps of soldiers 
and the church became both wealthy and influential.  The 
church helped to finance several wars and this gave priests 
considerable control over government.  

In 1833 a precedent of limiting the rights of the church was set 
and later President Benito Juarez enacted laws known as the 
“Leyes de Reforma”, mandating a separation of church and 
state.  The constitution of 1917 went even further with several 
articles which have been described as “anticlerical”.  These 
laws prohibited churches from owning property and 
transferred all church property to the state.  The church was 
prohibited from participating in education, from aiding the 
poor, engaging in scientific research, or in spreading their 
teachings.  Ministers or priests who were not born in Mexico 
were banned and those who were “native born” were denied the 
right to vote as well as other freedoms. 

The constitution prohibited any worship outside of a church 
building.  Under these laws the outdoor masses and other 
religious celebrations during Pope John Paul II's visits were 
essentially illegal.  By the time of the Pope's visit many of the 
more restrictive laws were being ignored but when some 
officials claimed that the Pope violated Mexican law by wearing 
his habit in public, President Jose Lopez Portillo offered to pay 
the 50 pesos fine himself.

 
limited property rights, the number of priests or ministers were 

The Position 
of 

Church and State 
in 

North America

By Brooke Gazer
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RESTAURANT-GRILL

THE PLACE TO BE

RESERVATIONS 587 1157
French & International Cuisine

Open From 1pm To 10 Pm Closed Sunday
Located in front of the Binniguenda Hotel

Santa Cruz, Huatulco

lifted; however, a strict separation of church and state still 
remains. The constitution still bars members of the clergy from 
holding public office, advocating partisan political views, 
supporting political candidates or opposing the laws or 
institutions of the state.  Marriage is still a civil institution; one 
can have a church ceremony but must first be married by a 
government official.

TODAY

Regardless of the historical roots the current governments of 
Canada, the USA and Mexico all operate primarily on a secular 
basis although all three are more religiously diverse today than 
when their laws were enacted. Mexico is still essentially a 
nation of Catholics but several protestant churches have made 
inroads, there is a small Jewish population and about a dozen 
mosques are scattered across the country. The USA and 
Canada still have a majority of citizens with “Judeo Christian” 
roots but altered personal values and immigration from a wider 
range of countries have caused changes to the way secular 
institutions function.  

While Catholic and Evangelical churches in Mexico have more 
freedom to express themselves publicly, it is ironic that 
religious expression north of the border is currently 
experiencing some suppression. Religious symbols such as 
menorahs and nativity scenes have been banned by many civic 
authorities and certain groups have challenged the use of non-
secular words and phrase in official entities.  For example in 
the USA a group is lobbying to remove the phrase like “One 
Nation Under God” from the American Oath of Allegiance.  It 
would seem that while Mexico has become more liberal, 
Canada and the USA are beginning to become more restrictive 
towards a public display of faith.  Go figure.

Brooke Gazer operates Agua Azul la Villa, a bed and 
breakfast in Huatulco.  

www.bbaguaazul.com     

eligious discrimination might seem like 
a problem we've solved, but in countries 
across the world, including the US 
people are still persecuted and abused Rbecause of their relgious beliefs. One 

way to fight relgious discrimination is by fighting 
ignorance by learning about relgious tradtions 
outside your own. Here are 11 facts about relgions 
practiced across the globe.

1. Wicca might seem like an ancient religion, but it 
actually wasn't formed until the 1900s.
 

2. Converting to Islam is not ceremonial but private, 
the individual has to fully believe, recite a 
declaration of belief, and take a cleansing shower.
 

3. Buddhists don't believe they reach Nirvana 
through death but through enlightenment; that can 
sometimes take multiple reincarnations.
 

4. In Catholicism there are patron saints for nearly 
everything including danger from water, protection 
against Whooping Cough, and protection against 
Witchcraft.
 

5. While it's common in the US for Hanukkah to 
mean eight nights of presents (at least for the kids) 
gift giving for the holiday is only common in North 
America and Israel.
 

6. The three main gods worshiped by Hindus are 
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva but there are many 
more lesser gods that are also acknowledged.
 

7. Mormons aren't allowed to drink tea, coffee, or 
alcohol though they are allowed to drink soda.
 

8. Some faiths require believers to refuse medical 
treatment; Jehovah Witnesses aren't allowed to 
receive blood transfusions and Christian Scientists 
often refuse all traditional medical treatment.
 

9. Other religious denominations refuse modern 
technology, Amish individuals do without electricity or 
telephones.

10. Although the US has a separation of church and state, 
some countries are controlled by one religion, though a 
true modern theocracy is rare (Vatican City is an 
example).

11. Christianity is currently the world's largest religion with 
Islam the second and Hinduism the third.

11 Facts About 

World Religions 

source: www.dosomething.org
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 “local boy made good” has taken over the kitchen 
for dinners at Café Juanita. Eduardo Salinas 
Cabrera, graduate of Colegio Chahue here in 
Huatulco, and the Instituto Gastronomico ABelinglise in Mexico City, is producing some 

seriously intriguing fare for the menus at Café Juanita in Santa 
Cruz.

Born in Mexico City in 1984, his father had relatives in Santa 
Maria Huatulco so he moved to the area when he was 7 years 
old. After his schooling, Eduardo was hired at Barcelo Hotel 
Huatulco as 'first cook' when he was 18. He then had an 
opportunity come up at Fiesta Americana Grand Aqua in 
Cancun so he moved there, working as a sous chef. After a 
year, he moved to Monterrey, Nuevo Leon as part of the staff 
chosen to open the Bice Bistro at Camino Real. Following the 
job at Bice Bistro, he came to Huatulco again to be a sous chef 
helping to open the new Dreams Hotel after they took over and 
remodeled the old Gala.

In 2008 an opportunity arose for him to work for Princess 
Cruise Lines and he was the sous chef on the 'Wonders of the 
World' cruise. This was a five month cruise that took him to 
Easter Island, Egypt, Jerusalem, Rome, Athens, Thailand, 
Hong Kong, Goa, Turkey, Croatia, Monte Carlo, Monaco, 
Australia, Hawaii, French Polynesia, and Barcelona, Spain.

Upon returning to Huatulco, he accepted a position as the 
private chef for renowned arquitect Carlos Herrera where he 
had the opportunity to cook for such food celebs as Ruth 
Rogers, owner of London's famous River Cafe. Missing the life  
aboard ship, he took an offer to work on a private yacht for 
Angel Rodriguez, the owner of Dreams and Secrets, and 
worked for him until recently when he came to Café Juanita.He 
has a personal hero in the Chef world. He says its "Jamie Oliver 
because he values freshness and looks at the entire process 
from earth to plate, which is so important in these times when 
people are concerned with eating organic, and processed foods 
are so bad for you. I remember my grandmother cooking for 
Christmas dinner and it wasn't just going to Super Che and 
buying a frozen bird. It was an entire process of feeding and 
caring for the animal, and this showed through in the taste and 
flavor. I really value connecting with the source of food." 

His number one motivation for entering the food preparation 
business: “I love to eat! As a boy I was always in the kitchen. My 
family encouraged me even though traditionally the kitchen 
was the women's domain.” He looks forward to his time at Café 
Juanita. He appreciates "a small restaurant that can offer 
fresh, organic and sustainable products prepared deliciously. I 
love the creativity of working with new ingredients that I find in 
the market, ingredients that have come from someone's 
garden, or fish that someone caught that morning- the 
integrity of good food. I think it is a very dignified way to make a 
living and I enjoy it. In the future I would like to bring great food 
to more people, eventually be able to grow some of the produce I 
use and travel more."

Guess who’s 
coming to dinner?

By Neal Erickson

Santa Cruz, Huatulco
Tel. 958 587 2655
Cel. 958 100 7339
Closed Mondays

Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner

www.cafejuanitamexico.com
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ell here we are, one year after facing down the 
stAztec “End of the World”, December 21 , 2012. 

A year, that happened, and turned out to be 
not that much different than any other, Wgenerally speaking. 

Last December was fraught with predictions of everything from 
cataclysmic annihilation to the start of a new age of emotional 
intelligence. Whatever your take on it was, there was really no 
way to avoid all the hype. But, just one short year later, we find 
ourselves approaching another winter solstice in the land of 
sea and sun along the Oaxacan coast. And yet, not a word is 
spoken about this unique cosmic event.

The ancient cultures that once inhabited this land would never 
have let such an important yearly milestone pass without 
recognition. The winter and summer solstice and spring and 
fall equinox were of the utmost importance to both the Maya 
and Aztec people. As a matter of fact, many of their major cities 
were built with such an orientation as to know exactly when 
each of these days occurred. 

The Pyramids of Chichen Itza (Maya ruins) on the Yucatan 
peninsula are arranged in such a way that on the winter 
solstice a pattern of shadow and light project onto the Plumed 
Serpent (god Quetzalcoatl) that descends stairs of the pyramid, 
allowing the sun to cast light onto large head of a serpent at the 
base of the stairs. This marks the moment of the winter 
solstice.

Chichen Itza is not alone in its ability to indicate the precise 
moment of each equinox and solstice. Many other Aztec and 
Maya cities also were built with these special days in mind. 
Each solstice and equinox marked a change of season, a time of 
planting or harvest for these ancient civilizations. 

Almost always, rituals meant to please their gods accompanied 
these events. The winter solstice, in particular, signified the 
returning of the sun. The Templo Mayor (an Aztec Ruin) in 
Mexico City pays homage to Huizilopochtli, the god of war, on 
its south side. Huizilopochtli was the focus of their winter 
solstice rituals, signifying war, hunting, the sun and also the 
surrounding mountains, believed to hold the rain in their 
bowels. During the winter solstice Aztec rituals, children were 
said to be sacrificed to the mountains in order to strengthen 
them, so they would produce rain -- rain that would be needed 
during the coming planting season.

Mazateco, Sector R, Huatulco
Tel (958) 587 1047
Mon- Sat. 8am-9pm 
Sunday 8am- 6pm

Of course, with the advent of Christianity and the Catholic 
Church in countries like Mexico, the natives were forced to 
adopt the birth of Christ as the major significant event at the 
time of the winter solstice. Many cultures simply found ways to 
blend their ancient beliefs with the new religion. 

Both Maya and Aztec people saw Jesus Christ as an echo of 
their own gods. They simply 

So, as you celebrate around the time of the winter solstice this 
year, whether you mark the occasion with a menorah, a 
Christmas tree, or your own special brand of pagan ritual, don't 
forget that our ways are new ways. The significance of the 
return of the sun has been creating new life long before we came 
and will continue long after we are gone, despite what the Aztec 
calendar may have foretold.

synchronized the image of Christ 
into their gods of Maize or the Sun, who both represented a 
similar archetype. Both are often depicted as entering the 
underworld, dying and being resurrected, just as the sun dies 
each day, only to be born again with the sunrise. Seemingly 
'dead' maize is planted in the ground during the spring, but 
springs to life again in the summer. Both are also considered 
the savior of the people, who could not live without their life 
giving qualities.

Winter Solstice
By Kary Vannice

shantiespacio@yahoo.com
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D
ecember is the month of wonderful religious 
traditions throughout Mexico.  Beautiful candle- 
lit posadas, glorious masses, families and friends 
gathering to celebrate Christmas and Chanukah, 
and a general sense of peace on earth.  But in this 

darkest month of the year it is time to remember that beginning 
with the Spanish conquest, atrocities were committed against 
residents and settlers in Mexico in the name of religion.  

Propagation of the Catholic faith was one of the explicit goals 
that dominated the thinking of the Spanish explorers from 
their very arrival in the New World.  With the example of the 
Inquisition in Europe in mind, the conquistadores paid 
meticulous and enthusiastic attention to wiping out religious 
practices that they considered heretical and pagan.  Even after 
the Aztecs were destroyed as a governing power, there were 
major pockets of resisting natives in New Spain who clung to 
their beliefs, especially in the sierra of Oaxaca and among the 
Maya in Yucatan, with the result that the Spanish subjected 
them to extensive torture and burning of religious books. 
Among the non-native population, the most systematic and 
brutal effort to root out supposed heretics was carried out 
against New Christians or crypto-Jews.

Crypto-Jews were converts to Catholicism who chose to 
renounce their Jewish faith rather than being put to death.  In 

th ththe 14  and 15  centuries, forced mass conversions of Jews 
took place in every Church stronghold in Europe, including 
Spain. These converts are known in Hebrew as anusim or the 
forced ones.  Crypto-Jews were among the earliest settlers in 
colonial Mexico.  Ironically, most of what is known about these 
New Christians was methodically recorded by officials of the 
Mexican Inquisition.  These officers of the Church were 
determined to build firm cases of heresy so the crypto-Jews 
could be burned alive.  And the Inquisitors' records were 
preserved for centuries in archives in the Vatican and Mexico 
City.

In 1997, Pope John Paul II convened two conferences of 
scholars, one on the topic of antisemitism and one on the topic 
of the Holy Office (which is the continuing residue of the 
Inquisition within the church hierarchy).  At the conclusion of 
the conferences in 1998, he opened the previously secret 
Vatican archives of the Inquisition to scholars, leading to 
substantial rethinking of the history of the years when Spain 
governed Latin America.  These documents, together with the 
extensive collection which now resides in the National Archive 
(AGN) in Mexico City, reveal in striking detail the intensity of 
the Inquisition and the enormous size of the associated 
bureaucracy.  The documentary evidence is replete with 
information about goals, procedures, and record-keeping of 
outcomes of investigations.  Every prisoner of the Inquisition 
was required to write a complete life history, and these are also 
available to scholars. 

According to Israeli scholars who scrutinized the documents, a 
clear picture emerges about the background and lives of the 
crypto-Jews who helped colonize New Spain.  Although these 
New Christians were forbidden by the Church to migrate to 
Catholic controlled American colonies, shortly after the 
Spanish subjugated the Aztecs in the early 1500s, exceptions 
were made because the anusim were engaged in professions 
vital to the establishment of the colony.

By Jan Chaiken and Marcia Chaiken

The Inquisition in Mexico
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Some were medical doctors, others skilled artisans and 
military strategists, and many were traders with business 
connections throughout Europe --  including the major center 
of International trade, the Netherlands.

There were especially close ties between the anusim originally 
from Spain or Portugal and the Jewish traders in the 
Netherlands since, when the major expulsion or conversion of 
Jews occurred in Spain in 1492, large families split up and fled 
to Portugal or the Netherlands.  By asking assistance of family 
contacts, utilizing their familiarity with legal proceedings, and 
often paying very large fees, numerous crypto-Jews who had 
fled to Portugal managed to establish themselves in New Spain.

In general, these anusim were better educated than most of the 
colonists.  Men and many of the women could read and were 
familiar with the Bible – both the Jewish (Old) and Christian 
(New) testaments.  Although they followed Church practice 
and protocol, many also followed Jewish practice.  Candles 
were lit on Friday nights, Jewish blessings were recited in 
Spanish mixed with Hebrew, secret synagogues were 
established, Jewish fast days were observed, and pork dishes 
were shunned.  

Although marriage between relatives was forbidden by the 
Church, even distant relatives, many anusim in New Spain 
applied for exemptions in an attempt to ensure that their 
children would marry others who would preserve Jewish 
tradition.  When exemptions were denied and intermarriage 
took place, it was understood that the anusim mothers would 
secretly pass on the traditions to her children.

One of the children born in the colony in 1566 was Luis de 
Carvajal, the nephew of the Governor of New Spain with the 
same name.  A child of privilege, the younger Luis de Carvajal 
was sent by his uncle to govern the territory in the northeast 
portion of the colony, today's state of Nuevo Leon.   Archival 
documents from the Vatican described Carvajal by age 21 as 
the spiritual leader of the anusim who was intent on bringing 
about a return to Judaism among his followers.  Unfortunately 
the Inquisition had by then been formalized in Mexico.

When the Inquisition was established in Mexico in 1571, a 
nuanced attitude toward the natives had emerged within the 
Catholic church. Through convening of ecclesiastical councils, 
the Church had rejected the notion that the native religious 
practices were heretical (these practices lacked any elements 
whatsoever of Judaism or Islam) and instead established a goal 
of peaceably converting natives to Catholicism, partly through 
the contrivance of re-conceptualizing their existing practices 
as actually consistent with Catholic belief.   The office of the 
Inquisition in Mexico declined any jurisdiction over matters 
involving the native population, and thus was left with focusing 
on New Christians and other heretics among the Europeans in 
Mexico.  

The Inquisition was above all a judicial enterprise and had a 
very well-defined structure.  Highly esteemed and respected 
Spaniards were appointed as Inquisitors in Mexico.  They 
performed the function of judges but left the daily activities of 
the Inquisition to others.  In principle, Inquisitors were 
supposed to be experts on canon law, but in practice they were 
attorneys and others who had enough influence with the 
church or the crown to obtain an appointment.  They met 
regularly and voted on the written procedures, the budget and 
appointment of personnel, and the judgments and 
punishments in serious cases (which included all cases where 
the recommended punishment was death).  They were 
supported by hordes of investigators, judges, constables, 
jailers, and other functionaries such as messengers, 
secretaries, treasurers, porters, drivers, and cooks.

The Inquisition established procedures whereby the faithful 

could publicly or anonymously name others who should be 

investigated.  Edicts from the Inquisitors were read in church 

services, threatening punishments both spiritual and 

temporal to subjects who did not denounce heretics. However 

thin the evidence, all accusations were immediately 

investigated in secret, and the accused were called upon to 

demonstrate knowledge of and adherence to correct beliefs and 

practices.  According to the established procedures, the 

accused could be secretly imprisoned and tortured during the 

investigation, which might drag on for years.  Not surprisingly, 

the system brought forth not only identifications of well-hidden 

crypto-Jews but also accusations from people who just wanted 

to settle a personal grudge without being identified.  (The 

accusers did not have to testify during trials.)

In Mexico, the principal types of accusations aside from 

claiming Jewish or crypto-Jewish practices were membership 

in Lutheran, Calvinist, or other prohibited religious groups, 

and practice of sorcery, witchcraft, or magic.  Another hot topic 

of Inquisition trials was the cultivation or use of peyote or other 

hallucinogenic drugs, as these facilitated revelations.

Hundreds of crypto-Jews were brought before the Inquisition 

in Mexico.  These included Luis de Carvajal who was tried twice 

and ultimately burned at the stake on December 8, 1596 along 

with his mother, three sisters, and other followers. 

The punishment of convicted offenders was a highly elaborate 

ceremony, announced months in advance, signaling that 

anyone who wished to be influential ought to go purchase the 

latest attire and be in attendance.  These ceremonies were 

ironically called auto-de-fe, which actually means act of faith, 

because convicted offenders were hounded by the populace on 

that day to confess at the last minute and save themselves.  

Those convicted of minor offenses such as bigamy or 

possession of prohibited books could escape further 

punishment by repenting publicly.  But for those who were 

condemned to die, it didn't matter if they succumbed to the 

crowds and confessed -- they were already convicted and 

would suffer the death penalty. 

The largest Inquisition trial and auto-de-fe ever held in Mexico 

occurred on April 11, 1649.  Over 100 men and women were 

accused.  More than half had died previously because of the 

horrid conditions in their pretrial prison.  Their bones were 

burned that day along with thirteen people who were still alive.  

In fact, the archival records demonstrate that more than twice 

as many crypto-Jews died while incarcerated before they were 

tried than died while being burned alive at the stake.  The 

perspective of Jews around the world is that those who were 

hanged, garrotted, or burned at the stake were highly 

principled and committed to their beliefs, firmly defiant of the 

crowds, the Inquisition, and the Church to the end.  

The Inquisition succeeded in squelching anusim 

determination to keep their Jewish tradition alive.  By the end 
thof the 17  century, virtually no Jewish practice was observed in 

Mexico – except deep within family homes in secret rooms and 

closets.  These secret practices were passed down from father 

to son, from mother to daughter, for hundreds of years.  

Recently, DNA analysis has confirmed that today's practicing 

Catholic families who retain traces of Jewish practices are the 

descendents of anusim who survived the Inquisition.
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Saint Juan Diego and Our Lady
By Fr. William Saunders

The story begins in the early morning hours of December 9, 1531, when a 57-year-old Indian peasant 

named Juan Diego was walking along the path of Tepayec Hill on the outskirts of Mexico City.

eep in mind that only 10 years earlier, Hernando 
Cortez had conquered Mexico City. In 1523, 
Franciscan missionaries came evangelizing the 
Indian people. They were so successful that the KDiocese of Mexico City was established in 1528. 

(Remember too that Jamestown, the first permanent English 
colony, was not established until 1607.) Juan Diego and many 
of his family members were among these early converts to the 
faith. He was baptized "Juan Diego" in 1525 along with his wife, 
Maria Lucia, and his uncle Juan Bernardino.

One must also not forget that Juan Diego had grown up under 
Aztec oppression. The Aztec religious practices, which 
included human sacrifice, play an interesting and integral role 
in this story. Every major Aztec city had a temple pyramid, 
about 100 feet high, on top of which was erected an altar. Upon 
this altar, the Aztec priests offered human sacrifice to their god 
Huitzilopochtli, called the "Lover of Hearts and Drinker of 
Blood," by cutting out the beating hearts of their victims, 
usually adult men but often children. Considering that the 
Aztecs controlled 371 towns and the law required 1,000 
human sacrifices for each town with a temple pyramid, over 
50,000 human beings were sacrificed each year. Moreover, the 
early Mexican historian Ixtlilxochitl estimated that one out of 
every five children fell victim to this bloodthirsty religion.

In 1487, when Juan Diego was just 13 years old, he would have 
witnessed the most horrible event: Tlacaellel, the 89-year-old 
Aztec ruler, dedicated the new temple pyramid of the sun, 
dedicated to the two chief gods of the Aztec pantheon — 
Huitzilopochtli and Tezcatlipoca, (the god of hell and darkness) 
— in the center of Tenochtitlan (later Mexico City). The temple 
pyramid was 100 feet high with 114 steps to reach the top. 
More than 80,000 men were sacrificed over a period of four 
days and four nights. While this number of sacrifices seems 
incredible, evidence indicates it took only 15 seconds to cut the 
heart out of each victim. (For more information, see Our Lady of 
Guadalupe and the Conquest of Darkness by Dr. Warren 
Carroll.) 

Nevertheless, in 1520, Hernando Cortes outlawed human 
sacrifice. He stripped the temple pyramid of its two idols, 
cleansed the stone of its blood and erected a new altar. Cortez, 
his soldiers and Father Olmedo then ascended the stairs with 
the Holy Cross and images of the Blessed Mother and St. 
Christopher. Upon this new altar, Father Olmedo offered the 
sacrifice of the Mass. Upon what had been the place of evil 
pagan sacrifice, now the unbloody, eternal and true sacrifice of 
our Lord was offered. Such an action, however, sparked the all-
out war with the Aztecs, whom Cortez finally subdued in 
August 1521.

Now back to our story. That morning Juan Diego was headed to 
Mass, because at that time December 9 was the date for the 
solemnity of the Immaculate Conception throughout the 
Spanish Empire. As he walked along Tepeyac Hill, he began to 
hear beautiful strains of music, and he saw a beautiful

 lady, who called his name: "Juanito, Juan Dieguito." He 
approached, and she said, "Know for certain, least of my 
sons, that I am the perfect and perpetual Virgin Mary, Mother 
of Jesus, the true God, through whom everything lives, the 
Lord of all things near and far, the Master of Heaven and 
earth. It is my earnest wish that a temple be built here to my 
honor. Here I will demonstrate, I will manifest, I will give all 
my love, my compassion, my help and my protection to the 
people. I am your merciful mother, the merciful mother of all 
of you who live united in this land, and of all mankind, of all 
those who love me, of those who cry to me, of those who seek 
me, and of those who have confidence in me. Here I will hear 
their weeping, their sorrow, and will remedy and alleviate all 
their multiple sufferings, necessities, and misfortunes."

She told Juan Diego to go tell Bishop Zumarraga of her desire 
for a church to be built at the site. Tradition holds that Juan 
Diego asked our Blessed Mother her name. She responded in 
his native language of Nahuatl, "Tlecuatlecupe," which 
means "the one who crushes the head of the serpent" (a clear 
reference to Genesis 3:15 and perhaps to the prominent 
symbol of the Aztec religion). "Tlecuatlecupe" when correctly



pronounced, sounds remarkably similar to "Guadalupe." 
Consequently, when Juan Diego told Bishop Zumarraga her 
name in his native tongue, he probably confused it with the 
familiar Spanish name "Guadalupe," a city with a prominent 
Marian shrine.

Bishop Zumarraga was a saintly man, very just and 
compassionate. He built the first hospital, library and 
university in the Americas. He also was the Protector of the 
Indians, entrusted by Emperor Charles V to enforce his decree 
issued in August 1530, stating, "No person shall dare to make a 
single Indian a slave whether in war or in peace. Whether by 
barter, by purchase, by trade, or on any other pretext or cause 
whatever." (Note that in 1537 Pope Paul III condemned and 
forbade the enslavement of the Native American Indian.) 
However, Bishop Zumarraga listened patiently to Juan Diego, 
and said he would reflect on the matter, understandably 
doubting such a story. 

Juan Diego went back to Tepayac and reported the bishop's 
response. Mary instructed him to try again. So the next day, he 
did. Although this time it was more difficult to see the bishop, 
Juan Diego prevailed, and the bishop once more listened 
patiently. However, the bishop asked him to bring back a sign 
from Mary to prove the story. Again, Juan Diego reported the 
matter to our Blessed Mother, who told him to return the next 
day to receive "the sign" for the bishop.

On December 11, Juan Diego spent the day caring for his very 
sick uncle, Juan Bernardino. He asked Juan Diego to go and 
bring a priest who would hear his confession and administer 
the last rites. On December 12, Juan Diego set out again, but 
avoided Tepeyac Hill because he was ashamed that he had not 
returned the previous day as our Blessed Mother had 
requested. While making his detour, the Blessed Mother 
stopped him and said, "Hear and let it penetrate into your 
heart, my dear little son: let nothing discourage you, nothing 
depress you. Let nothing alter your heart or your countenance. 
Also, do not fear any illness or vexation, anxiety or pain. Am I 
not here who am your mother? Are you not under my shadow 
and protection? Am I not your fountain of life? Are you not in 
the folds of my mantle, in the crossing of my arms? Is there 
anything else that you need?" Mary reassured Juan Diego that 
his uncle would not die; in fact, his health had been restored. 

As for the sign for the bishop, Mary told Juan Diego to go to the 
top of the mountain and pick some flowers. He went up to the 
hill which was dry and barren — a place for cactus — and found 
roses like those grown in Castille, but foreign to Mexico. He 
gathered them in his tilma, a garment like a poncho. He 
brought them to Mary who arranged them and said to take 
them to the bishop Juan Diego proceeded again to Bishop 
Zumarraga's house. After waiting a while for an audience, he 
repeated the message to the bishop and opened his tilma to 
present the roses. The bishop saw not only the beautiful 
flowers but also the beautiful image of Our Lady of Guadalupe. 
Bishop Zumarraga wept at the sight of the Blessed Mother and 
asked forgiveness for doubting. He took the tilma and laid it at 
the altar in his chapel. By Christmas of that year, an adobe 
structure was built atop Tepeyac Hill in honor of our Blessed 
Mother, Our Lady of Guadalupe, and it was dedicated on 
December 26, 1531, the feast of St. Stephen the Martyr.

December 9 marks the feast day of Saint Juan Diego and 
December 12, the feast of Our Lady of Guadalupe. 

Father William Saunders is dean of the Notre Dame 
Graduate School of Christendom College and pastor 
of Our Lady of Hope Parish in Sterling, Virginia. 
Father Saunders is also the author of Straight 
Answers, a book based on 100 of his columns and 
published by Cathedral Press in Baltimore.

n nearly every city in Mexico, no matter the size, you 
inevitably find a Benito Juarez Avenue or Boulevard or 
Street. And most also have a prominent statue of the 
illustrious native President. I

Perhaps, the most famous Mexican President of all time, 
Juarez served a tumultuous 14 years in office from 1858-1872. 
It could be said that Benito would never have served all those 
years in office were it not for his wife, Margarita Maza de 
Juarez. 

While perhaps lesser known, Margarita is no less important in 
Mexican history, especially when considering influential 
woman of Mexico.

Margarita was born in Oaxaca City in 1826, at a time when 
hoop skirts ruled the day and little girls were to be seen and not 
heard. Born into an affluent Italian family, she grew up when 
few women had the opportunity for quality education. 
Margarita however, being born into wealthy European family, 
had luxuries most did not. She was taught to both read and 
write, something almost unheard of in Mexico at the time.

Benito, a Zapotec Indian was a fixture in the life of Margarita 
from her birth. At the age of 12 having been orphaned first by 
his parents, then by his grandparents he traveled to Oaxaca 
city to find his sister, a maid and cook in the house of the 
Margarita's parents. 

Having known him all her life, at the age of 17, Margarita wed 
Benito, who was then 37. Their 20-year age disparity made 
little difference for two people of such strong character and 
ambition.

Margarita Maza:
A Faithful Collaborator

By Kary Vannice

Continued on page 20 The Eye 19



Margarita's devotion to her husband must have been tested 
more than once when his out-spoken and revolutionary ideas 
clashed with the refined, upper-class society to which she was 
born. But ever faithful, she never waivered. 

They lived during turbulent times, many of which were the 
direct result of the reform Margarita's husband wished to see in 
his country. Benito suffered both strong opposition and exile 
during his rise to presidency and time in office. 

She too, suffered the same. It could well be argued that 
Margarita and her children suffered more. 

In 1853, Juarez was banished from the country for denying 
shelter to general and dictator Santa Anna. Margarita and her 
6 children (at the time) were left in Mexico while Juarez took 
refuge first in Cuba, then United States.  

Also persecuted for her husband's idealistic, progressive ways, 
for 2 years Margarita and her children were forced to move from 
state to state. She worked where the opportunity arose. Once 
working as a seamstress and another time as a shop-keeper. 
She earned money not only to support herself and her children, 
but also to send money to her husband in exile. To make this 
difficult time worse, Margarita lost the second of 5 of her 
children who would die while still very young when separated 
from her husband. 

Ultimately, Santa Ana was defeated and her husband returned 
to Mexico and reunited with his wife and children. But it was 
not long before they were again estranged.

In 1862, when France invaded Mexico and Maximilian set up 
an imperialist government, Margarita fled with her children to 
Oaxaca. There she and her daughters organize meetings, plays 
and other small fundraisers to support her husband's cause. 
Unfortunately, her activities drew the attention of the 
Imperialist government of Maximilian, and Margarita and her 
remaining children were obligated take flight to the United 
States for safety. 

Having already buried 3 of her daughters in Mexico, she was 
not going to risk the lives of her remaining 3 sons and six 
daughters. Unfortunately, she was unable to prevent 2 of her 3 
sons from dying of illness while in the US. 

This was probably the most difficult time in her life, writing to 
her husband upon the death of her youngest son "The loss of 
my sons is killing me. From the moment I awaken I think of 
them remembering their sufferings. I do not much blame 
persons who kill themselves. If I had been braver I would have 
done it a year ago." 

Even in the midst of her sorrow, she never stopped giving 
support to her husband or his cause; frequently writing letters 
to send news and bolster his spirits, while she herself was 
suffering from severe depression. 

While in the US, Margarita championed her husband's cause 
quietly, at first. But in 1866, the time came when more 
aggressive action needed to be taken. She and her second 
oldest daughter went to Washington DC to raise awareness of 
Mexico's plight against the French. 

She was received by President Andrew Johnson, the Secretary 
of State and Commander-in-Chief of the United States Army, 
General Ulysses S. Grant. Her appearance in Washington 
spurred the US to action, turned the tide in favor of the 
Mexican resistance and the French soon departed the North 
American Continent.

Continued from page 19

But, the separation from her husband and loss of her two sons 
had taken their toll on Margarita. She wished to go home. 
Having gained favor with many high officials in Washington, 
Margarita returned to Mexico to reunite with her husband 
aboard a warship that the U.S. President put at her disposal 
and the family and friends who accompanied her. Upon her 
return to Mexico, the First Lady was greeted by throngs of 
supporters cheering “Long live the true mother of our people. 
Long Live Margarita Maza de Juarez. Long live the heroine of 
Mexico”. 

As a First Lady, Margarita was distinguished for her charity 
and for providing assistance to those with fewer opportunities. 
She never separated herself from the people, often seen 
walking along the Paseo de Bucareli in Mexico City along with 
her daughters and remaining son all social classes of people. 
All citizens were allowed direct access to the First Family. She 
had spent her life and her time as First Lady demonstrating by 
her actions that all were equally entitled to the same treatment 
and respect. 

Benito and Margarita considered themselves to be of the 
people, not apart from them, despite the many hardships they 
had endured to make a better life for all Mexican people. Finally 
able to live at her husband's side, in relative peace and 
tranquility, in her early 40's, Margarita fell gravely ill. Doctors 
told Benito that his wife's disease was progressive and fatal. 
Apparently, it was cancer. From that point forward, Juarez, 
who was known to work in the Presidential office until the very 
late hours of the night, began to leave early to spend time with 
his wife.

On January 2, 1871 the day of her death, Margarita asked 
Juarez to ensure that their unmarried daughters marry in the 
church. At that point, Juarez cried and said she would get 
better, her health would improve. But, it was not to be, at 4:00 
pm, Margaret died with a smile. Benito, who loved and admired 
her greatly, screamed in pain. Juarez refused to send 
obituaries and asked his friends not to do so either, so he may 
and handle the death of his wife discreetly. But, a trusted 
friend told him he could not do that, because Margarita was so 
beloved by all of Mexico. The news of Margarita's death was 
published throughout the country and the people went into 
mourning. 

On the day of her official funeral, the thousands of people 
gathered to accompany her body to the cemetery of San 
Fernando. 

Perhaps, the famous Mexican poet Guillermo Prieto summed 

Beautiful face, immense tenderness,
yet, at the time of pleasure it disappears;

when pouring out her goodness upon others, she is radiant
even in times of trial and bitterness.

While suffering relentless misfortune
she provides a refuge for her family 

at once a loving hen that broods her chicks 
and a hawk defying the brutality.

In the midst of power and bestowed laurels,
she nobly remembers her poverty,

and finds vile the boastfulness of other people's vanity.

She leaves the regal palace deserted
to alleviate the agony of others, 

while in misery and solitude, she herself, cries alone.
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 Suitable for wine & deli,

 retail store, office, 

showroom etc.

The Eye
Real Estate Listings

Sponsored By
Remax Huatulco

For Sale By Owner

huatulcoprimeproperties@gmail.com

www.huatulcoprimeproperties.com

USA (512) 430 4575

Huatulco  (958) 587 1828

   interior area 1540 sq.ft. / 143 m2   
plus  exterior area 1140 sq.ft. / 106 m2

 Commercial Property at Chahue Beach   

Suitable for wine &

 deli, retail store, office, 

showroom etc.

House for Sale Oaxaca City
Modern open plan, 2 br., 2&1/2 
baths, fabulous garden, town 
services.  For more infol & pix
lynn.ohareberkson6@gmail.com

Bed & Breakfast
With spectacular ocean views
$89. - $109. USD/room/night

(011 52) 958 581 0265
www.bbaguaazul.com

Casa Orquidea Zipolite Vacation Rental.  
New beautiful vacation rental home in 

Zipolite with 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
SKY TV, hot water, private access and 
parking, totally furnished with amazing 

views of the Pacific Ocean.  Check out our 
Facebook page Casa Orquidea Zipolite.  

Contact us at 
casaorquideazipolite@gmail.com. 

Selling or Renting 
your home?

Advertise in The Eye 
Real Estate Listings.

This space for 
300 pesos/ month

huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

Long term rental of two studios joined into a 
beautiful one bdrm condo. 
Fully furnished and equipped with underground 
parking space. Two blocks from Santa Cruz 
Beach  

TEL: (958) 587 0333 or 587 0440.

www.huatulcorealestate.com      
contact@huatulcorealestate.com

$7,000 pesos per month

 
 

APT FOR RENT LONG TERM, LIKE 
NEW/UNFURNISHED: Located in gated 
community downtown, pool and ample 
gardens, 2 brms., 1 ba., telephone, a.c., 
refrigerator & stove, nice kitchen and closet 
cabinetry.  

TEL: (958) 587 0333 or 587 0440.

www.huatulcorealestate.com      
contact@huatulcorealestate.com

$5,750 pesos, plus utilities.

MENTION THIS AD & GET 10% OFF
 ON WEEKLY OR MONTHLY RENTALS

**valid only for November 2014

TEL: (958) 587 0333 or (958) 587 0440.
www.huatulcorealestate.com
rentalsoceanpark@yahoo.com

CONTACT US:

All information regarding the Real Estate advertised herein has 
been provided by the individual party, the seller or their agent. 
The Eye does NOT assume any responsibility for the validity  of 
the information provided. The Eye is not liable for 
misinformation, typographical errors, errors of omission, 
misprints or other errors in these advertisements. We reserve 
the right to revise or reject any advertisement. The Eye is not a 
real estate broker and receives no commission upon the sale or 
rental of the property. Prospective buyers should contact a real 
estate agent for real estate advice and /or their lawyer for legal 
advice concerning the purchase of any properties advertised 
here.

FOR SALE
Puerto Angel: 3 bdrm 

house. Oceanview
Priced to Sell!

huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

Playa Aragon
Beside San Agustinillo

 Ocean View Lot for Sale 
35 meters x 35 meters

huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

shantiespacio@yahoo.com


English AA 6pm
Puerto Escondido 
Cafecito Riconada

English AA 6pm
Puerto Escondido 
Cafecito Riconada

English AA 7pm
Huatulco 
Remax Plaza
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29 30 31
On the Riviera

Oaxaca City

Weekly Event

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT

State Band Concert
12:30pm Free

Zócalo- Oaxaca City
Xochimilco 

Organic Market

Etla Market

Tlacolula Market

Zaashila Market

Ocotlan Market

Xochimilco 
Organic Market

December

English Al-Anon
Puerto Escondido  
4:30 P.M. at Cafecito

Huatulco’s
Organic Market

Santa Cruz

Music: Chamber Orchestra 
of the Bellas Artes at 
Escuela Bellas Artes
next to the Soledad 
Church on Morelos

8pm FREE

Amigos de la
Musica Concert

8pm Camino Real

The Eye is a monthly all-English 
magazine that is distributed 
throughout the state of Oaxaca. It 
can be found for FREE at hotels, 
restaurants and community hot 
spots.
 
Should you wish to receive copies, 
advertise or submit some writing or 
photography please send us an 
email. 
This magazine is made possible by 
the advertisers so please thank them 
when you use their services.
huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

Festival Curumba
Railroad Museum

Calzada Madero 511
FREE All Day

Music: Corrado Giuffredi, 
clarinet with Edith Ruiz, piano

Teatro Macedonio Alcalá
Independencia & 5 de Mayo

8pm FREE

Met Live
Opera: Verdi’s Falstaff

Teatro Macedonio Alcalá
Noon

Announce your 
event for FREE

huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

Day of the Virgin 
of Guadalupe

Feast Day of 
Saint Juan Diego

First Day of
Christmas Posadas

Christmas 
Eve

New Year’s 
Eve

Christmas 
Day

Music:
 Gustava Delgado Parra, 

organist (Mexico)
Soledad Church

Calle Independencia
7:30 pm - Free

Music: Ofelia Gomez 
Castellanos (Mexico)

Soledad Church
4 pm - Free

Lecture: New Rules for 
Residency in Mexico by 
Germán Osorio Girón

Oaxaca Lending Library
Pino Suárez 519

1 pm - Free

Craft Beer & Oaxacan 
Food Pairing

San Andrés Huayapam
cervezassteufel@gmail.com

2 pm - $350 pesos

The fiesta of the 
Virgin of Juquila

Chiles&Chocolate
Cooking Classes
Huatulco, Oaxaca

www.huatulco-catering.com

“Great instruction, delicious food 
and wonderful hosts!”

“A Class for all ages and abilities”
“You don't have to be a 'foodie'

 to enjoy this experience.”
“Best Day of our Trip through Panama Canal!”

Tel. 958 587 2655     Cel. 958 100 7339
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Rentals
Sales

Marketing

958.109.9771
www.ownmexico.org 
info@ownmexico.org

We know real estate, with a combined 
45 years in Canada and Mexico

Huatulco to Puerto Escondido

www.laspalmashuatulco.com
www.laspalmashuatulco.com
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